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Our 10857NAT Certificate IV in Business and
Personal Coaching is meticulously designed
to provide you with the cutting-edge skills
and knowledge required in the dynamic

world of coaching. 
Recognised both in Australia and

internationally, our qualification stands as a
beacon of quality and a pathway to the

prestigious accreditations by the
International Coaching Federation (ICF). 
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Why Choose FIRE UP Coaching®?
ICF Recognition
Achieve globally recognised credentials and a pathway to ICF Professional Coach Accreditations
including ACC, PCC, and MCC.

Practical Experience
Our curriculum goes beyond theoretical knowledge. Engage in real-world scenarios and practical
applications through a diverse range of coaching practices.

Flexible Learning
Achieve work-life harmony with our flexible online learning. Join live classes from home for 
real-time interaction and convenience. Experience seamless professional development on your
own terms.

Upon successfully completing the course, graduates will be equipped to coach others as part of
their leadership responsibilities or to establish their own clientele for coaching services. 

Unleash Potential Across Various Coaching Domains
Discover the versatile applications of your coaching skills with FIRE UP Coaching®. Our program
nurtures your ability to influence and uplift individuals across a spectrum of coaching domains.

Executive Coaching
Develop leaders and optimise organisational values by mastering executive coaching techniques.

Life Coaching
Empower individuals to achieve personal goals and improve their overall quality of life.

Specialised Coaching
Delve into niche areas like health, education, business, career, and relationship coaching.

With a rapidly evolving
landscape in coaching, FIRE UP

Coaching® ensures that our
certification program aligns

with the highest standards set
by the ICF. 
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Why Qualifying with ICF Accreditation Matters
Obtaining a coaching qualification with training for ICF accreditation is paramount for
those seeking global recognition and trust within the coaching industry. 
ICF accreditation not only validates your expertise but also demonstrates your
dedication to ethical standards and proficiency. With an ICF-accredited certification,
you access a worldwide network of respected professionals and organisations, paving
the way for career prospects and distinguishing your coaching practice. Elevate your
professional journey, earn the confidence of clients and employers, and become a
leader in shaping the future of coaching by investing in ICF accreditation today.

Your Pathway to ICF Accreditation
For coaches seeking to showcase their foundational coaching skills, knowledge, and
competency, obtaining an Associate Certified Coach (ACC) credential through the
International Coaching Federation (ICF) serves as a vital step. ACC coaches
demonstrate a solid understanding of the ICF Core Competencies, Code of Ethics, and
coaching principles, making them valuable assets in their coaching careers. As an ICF
Level 1 and 2 training provider FIRE UP Coaching® offers the most straightforward path
to gaining ICF accreditation.

Level 1 Eligibility:
Completion of 60+ hours of coaching education
Accumulation of 100+ hours of coaching experience

Requirements:
10 hours of Mentor Coaching
Successful completion (passing score) of a performance evaluation
Successful completion (passing score) of the ICF Credentialing Exam

When you complete your training through FIRE UP Coaching® the ICF required
education hours, mentor coaching, and performance evaluation are seamlessly
integrated into our program. Upon completion of the course, applicants submit their
program certificate and coaching experience hours for review, followed by the ICF
Credentialing Exam. This streamlined process ensures that coaches are well-prepared
and positioned to attain their ICF ACC Credential swiftly and confidently.
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Core Units Developed by FIRE UP Coaching® ICF Core Competencies Alignment

NAT10857001 - Adopt a positive coaching
style Self-awareness and flexibility in coaching

NAT10857002 - Establish coaching
relationship foundations

Building a strong foundation for coaching
success

NAT10857003 - Build rapport and evoke
awareness in client

Enhancing client self-discovery and growth

NAT10857004 - Partner with client to develop
a coaching plan Facilitating client's journey of learning

NAT10857005 - Facilitate clients’ progress and
accountability Encouraging client commitment to action

NAT10857006 - Challenge client to transform
limiting beliefs

Promoting client transformation and self-
alignment

BSBTWK401 - Build and maintain business
relationships

Strengthening interpersonal coaching
relationships

A Closer Look at the Core Qualification Structure
A comprehensive understanding of what the Certificate IV in Business and Personal Coaching
involves will ensure you appreciate the breadth and detail of the program we offer at FIRE UP
Coaching®.
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Program Format
FIRE UP Coaching® has developed a program combining facilitator-led webinars on Zoom
with self-paced learning via our online student portal. The program comprises four parts
totaling 30 training webinars of 2.5 hours each, and five ICF-specific mentor coaching
sessions. Our program exceeds the ICF requirements for a Level 1 program, offering a total
learning volume of 75 hours plus over 10 hours of mentor coaching required for ICF
Accreditation.

Duration and Requirements
On average, the course content takes three to six months to complete, with required
assessments to be finished within a two year timeframe. Participation requires access to a
computer with internet and a webcam, as well as a commitment to attend facilitator-led
sessions and ICF Mentor Coaching sessions.

Out-of-Class Requirements 
While our program prioritises in-class participation, it also offers flexibility for additional
activities outside of class. Participants are encouraged to engage in further reading, listen to
podcasts, and practice coaching skills with peers. Additionally, out-of-class work entails
securing two practice clients and conducting five assessable coaching sessions with each
client.

Assessment Process 
To achieve the 10857NAT Certificate IV in Business and Personal Coaching, participants must
demonstrate competency in all seven core units. Assessment follows the Standards for
Registered Training Organisations (RTOs) 2015 or its successor, with the majority of evaluations
conducted in real and simulated environments. Assessments include practice coaching, client
coaching sessions, knowledge quizzes, and attendance of mentor coaching sessions, all of
which are submitted conveniently through the online student portal. Evidence for assessment is
gathered holistically throughout the course duration, ensuring comprehensive evaluation of
participants' skills and knowledge.

P R I C E  $ 1 0 , 0 0 0

A  N O N - R E F U N D A B L E  D E P O S I T  O F  $ 1 0 0 0  I S  R E Q U I R E D  T O  S E C U R E
Y O U R  P O S I T I O N  A N D  P A Y M E N T  P L A N S  C A N  B E  A R R A N G E D  W I T H  T H E

E N T I R E  A M O U N T  D U E  B Y  T H E  F I N A L  W E B I N A R .  


